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Main Trends
January 2021

4th week

Keywords used for monitoring:

vaksin covid covid19 covid-19 
corona c0r0n4 sinovac 
dicovidkan tolakvaksin 

vaksincovid19 vaksincorona

Settings :
engagements > 20
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Sentiment Timeline Graph



Words Cloud



Top Hashtags



Top Influencers



Top Influencers Sentiment



Volume by Channels



Sentiment Analysis - Total Percentage



Demographics - Gender



Demographics - Age



Demographics - Top Occupations



Demographics - Top Interest



Demographics - Share Of Account Type



Geomap Analysis 



Google Trends “Vaksin COVID-19”

Related topics



 New Hoax Sources

Account Name Followers count

@OposisiCerdas 77.9k

@demokrasicoid 40.7k

@abu_waras 33.7k

@LsOwien 1.079

@FKadrun 16.5k

@LsOwien



 New Hoax Sources

Account Name Followers count

@teluuur 508k

@teluu_ur 1.876

@teluuur_ 105k

@dr_lois7 14.3k

@anakkambingowiofficial 33.1k



 New Hoax Sources

Account Name Followers count

@investigasi.101 28.4k

@investigasi101.backup 4.390

@truthhunterid 7.866



Most Engaged Hoax
covid vaccine is a Chinese conspiracy



Building the Map of Hoax Producers’ Network



AntiVax Community-building Efforts



Summary
• On January 28, the trend decreased, as well as the increase in news about Abu Janda that was 

reported by the KNPi to Bareskrim. There is not much talk about vaccines and covid, only from 
buzzers and news portals.

• The trend is down again, there is only a buzzer with the keyword "Terima Vaksin Taati Prokes" 
followed by the hashtag #PecatASNTerpaparRadikal and news portals only.

• The trend is down again, to the lowest point. There is only talk coming from news portals about the 
coronavirus variant discovery of a new strain of c19 virus. This was followed by several tweets 
regarding the Nipah virus.

• There is a buzzer that usually uses the keyword Stop Framing Hoax Vaccine followed by the 
hashtag #IndonesiaBersih2Radikalisme.

• On January 31st, many news portals reported news related to the Mayor of Depok who was 
exposed to Covid-19 after being given the vaccine. Most of the related tweets discussed why this 
can happened.



Summary
• The next day there was not much talk. Talks still come a lot from buzzers telling the Indonesian 

people to be willing and not afraid to be vaccinated.

• February 2, as many as 10 million vaccine raw materials arrived in Indonesia again. This topic is a 
topic of conversation because there is an increase in the chart, although it is not too significant.

• The next day is more about the excitement related to the arrival of raw materials for the covid-19 
vaccine as well as news about 80 members of a criminal group produce and sell counterfeit 
Covid-19 vaccines.

• We found about networks of hoax producers. Spanning across platforms, currently most of them are 
about monetization efforts - Youtube views, selling alternative medicines, etc

• Will focus on unraveling these networks

• Among their strategy is AntiVax community-building, utilizing platforms’ preference
to prioritize engagements above all else



Summary

• With most sentiments / conversation being neutral, there’s an opportunity to create a positive 
perception of the covid vaccine


